Enzyme therapy and Cancer

Researchers have noted for years a correspondence between low levels of enzymes and cancer. In fact enzyme therapy has been used with good results against cancers in Europe, and by some doctors in the United States. To literally digest cancerous cells.

In the early 1900's a doctor in Wales, John Beard discovered that pancreatic enzymes destroyed cancer cells. Making some brilliant observations, he deduced that cancer cells come from stem cells that become uncontrolled stem cells. He noticed that the fetal pancreas starts working and secreting enzymes at the 56th day of gestation. Fetuses don't digest anything till they are born. Beard wondered why did the pancreas in the fetus start working so early? He noticed that the day the pancreas started producing enzymes was the day the placenta stopped growing. The enzymes stopped this rapid growth.

His theory about enzymes and cancer was that many placental cells remain in our body. When these misplaced placental cells get lost and can start growing, turning cancerous if you don't have enough pancreatic enzymes. (By the way the medical community thought Dr. Beard was crazy. Now a hundred years later, technology has confirmed there are these cells.)

In 1911 he tested pancreatic enzymes for stopping cancer in mice and it worked. Naturally and unfortunately, he was blackballed and died in obscurity. Decades later Dr. Kelly read about his work, and cured himself of cancer using pancreatic enzymes and started treating and curing many cancer patients using pancreatic enzymes. Dr. Gonzales, sent to investigate Dr. Kelly, liked what he saw so much that he also treats cancer using pancreatic enzymes.

The major reason enzymes levels become depleted is that we eat mostly processed, irradiated and cooked food.

The digestive system was designed to process raw food. Raw food, when it is picked ripe, has enzymes in it that help break down that food in the upper stomach where it sits for 30 to 45 minutes. The enzymes in the food predigest that food. Then in the lower stomach the pancreas excretes more enzymes.

When you eat cooked, irradiated and processed foods, the enzymes have been killed; the food does not predigest in the upper stomach. So when it reaches the lower stomach two things happen. The pancreas must make extra enzymes to try and break down the food.

And often the food is only partially digested.

The pancreas, after decades of overworking, eventually is no longer able to produce an adequate supply of enzymes. So you develop low enzyme levels of all types of enzymes, and your body cannot naturally kill cancerous cells using enzymes.

In addition, food that is not completely digested all too often makes its way into the bloodstream. Especially if you have leaky gut syndrome from candida overgrowth. This partially digest food is treated as a toxin, and the immune system has to get rid of it. This puts an additional strain on the already overworked immune system.
Studies have found that the immune system treats the ingestion of cooked food as a toxic poison, causing a jump in white blood cells in an attempt to get rid of it as fast as possible.

Taking a good quality enzyme supplement with meals, one that has high levels of protease to digest protein, lipase to digest fat, and amylase to digest carbohydrates helps break down food in the upper stomach. So that the pancreas doesn't have to produce extra enzymes. Food is better digested. Regarding enzymes and cancer, the one we suggest as having the most enzymes for the value are:

**Red 65**

This is an herbal formulation that uses an extract of the hirudin molecule from the salivary gland of Hirudo Orientalis, the Asian medicinal leech. Hirudin has long been recognized as one of the most effective ANTICOAGULANT AGENTS ever found. While the focus of Red 65 has been for clearing toxins from your bloodstream and cleaning the blood of fibrin so that it flows better, Red 65 has consistently testing in our energetic testing as the best enzyme supplement to use for digesting cancer cells. Live ones and dead ones.

It is manufactured using pure Hirudin extract formulated with other proven ingredients such as soy bean oligopeptide, hawthorn extract and spirulina.

Additional Benefits of Red 65:

- **Detox::** Help cleanse harmful toxic elements including the fat and cholesterol content from your blood system.
- **Blood-thinning:** Hirudin is a Natural Blood Thinner.
- **Helps normalize blood sugar levels in your blood.**
- **Immunity boost:** A healthy blood system strengthens your immune system.
- **Revitalize:** Helps restore your energy level, a naturally healthy blood flow in your body is like fresh clean oil in your car engine. It brings life and vitality to all the major parts of your body.

To help bring down tumor size faster, use 3 to 6 bottles a month of Red 65. Take on an empty stomach so the hirudin enzymes get into the bloodstream without being used up.

**P-A-L Plus Digestive Enzymes**

A stack of research shows that enzymes, when taken on an empty stomach, will go into the bloodstream and clean it up. They will also digest and kill any cancer cells they run into. P-A-L Plus Enzymes a plant based digestive enzyme that can be taken with meals to digest food, and on an empty stomach in higher doses, like 4 to 6 bottles a month dosage, to digest tumors.

This will also unstick clumpy red blood cells. Sticky, clumped up red blood cell clusters clog up capillaries and reduce circulation. So that cells cannot oxygenate properly. Which as you have gathered by now, contributes to cancer.

Cancer tumors produce a thick fibrin protein to help protect them from the immune system. This also helps to stick the cancer tumor to wherever it is.
Enzymes in the bloodstream can digest and dissolve the fibrin coating. Large amounts of enzymes would need to be taken, and they would need to be enzymes high in protease or nattokinase to break down the fibrin.

**PapayaPro**

The main ingredient in this formula is mature green papaya powder. Papain is the principal and most active enzyme in this powder. Papain possesses a very powerful digestive action superior to pancreatin, or pancreatic enzymes. Changes in intestinal alkalinity or acidity do not interfere with the unique digestive activity of papain. Taken on an empty stomach, it will work more aggressively than even the pancreatic enzymes in attacking and destroying cancer cells.

Taken with a meal, it will also help digestion. Papain, one of the most powerful plant proteolytic enzymes, will aid in protein digestion in an acid, alkaline or neutral medium. This is of vital importance if you are enzyme deficient or have low hydrochloric acid output in the stomach. The pepsin produced in the stomach for protein digestion is activated only in an acid medium. This requires a healthy output of hydrochloric acid which is insufficient in most people. Due to the powerful proteolytic action of papain, a more active digestant than pepsin, a major digestive problem for most people will be helped by the daily ingestion of mature green papaya powder.

The second major cancer fighting ingredient in PapayaPro is Citrus Pectin. It has the potential to prevent metastasis, or the spread of cancer. Modified citrus pectin’s small molecules enter the bloodstream and act as decoys for lectins (cancer cell surface proteins), which are seeking the sugar galactose in cells. When lectins encounter the pectin, which also contains galactose, they attach to it as they would to a cell. Once bound to the pectin, lectins are unable to attach to other sites in the body and start new cancer colonies. Thousands of research studies have demonstrated citrus pectin's cancer fighting abilities.

PapayaPro also contains other immune boosting and cancer fighting ingredients such as mangosteen powder that act synergistically with the papaya powder. Use one to two of the 300 gram containers monthly on an empty stomach to fight cancer. Get an extra container if your digestion is poor and you want help breaking down protein. Energetic testing puts PapayaPro at 830 for its healing power for cancer. Its papaya enzymes will, on an empty stomach, get into the bloodstream and work to clean it up. Most importantly, it will digest dead cancer cells that the other cancer supplements are killing. This will take a big load off the detoxification system and help to reduce detox symptoms and inflammation of the tumors. This will also help to reduce tumor size faster, another benefit from using enzymes for cancer.

Their extremely high levels of protease will also help to break down the fibrin coating all cancerous tumors so that the immune system can better attack those tumors. In addition it will digest the live and dead cancer cells inside the tumors, helping to bring down tumor size faster. Use 1 to 3 containers a month for helping to support the detoxification process by digesting dead cancer cells. Use 4 to 6 containers a month if you have tumors or bone cancer that are causing a great deal of pain or dysfunction.

High doses of any of these enzyme formulas will work to reduce tumor size, and do a better job of helping to bring down tumor size than just about anything. It still won't be fast, but it will be faster than it would have been.